After spending hours inputting ecommerce costs into spreadsheets, do you still wonder if you’re actually
turning a proﬁt on ecommerce sales? If so, you’re not alone. Even with the most sophisticated spreadsheets,
settling your costs is one of the most frustrating tasks for online sellers.
Fortunately, this handy infographic maps it all out for you.
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ORDER $

of mobile payment
volume will rise by
2020.1

PAYMENT
FEES
- processors
- mobile wallets
- point of sale
- PayPal

MARKETPLACE
FEES

TIP
Batch post Amazon
fees and expenses
into accounting with
no errors.
Yes, it’s a thing.

TOTAL
PROFIT $

- listing
- ﬁnal value
- closing
- FBA

—eBay sellers pay
this much less in
fees than Amazon
sellers.5

TIP
Negotiate your rate
based on market
value and order
volume.

FULFILLMENT
COSTS
- packaging
- packing
materials
- warehouse
- inventory

TIP
Protect
proﬁtabilty make
sure shipping rates
cancel out
fulﬁllment costs.

of retailers have
invested in warehouse
and inventory
management in the
last 5 years.2

ADJUSTMENTS
- merchant fees
- returns
- refunds
- damaged goods
- shrinkage

TIP
Keep a return policy
that increases
conversion—simple,
clear, and
buyer-friendly.

SHIPPING COSTS
- postage
- merchant costs
- insurance

of consumers
abandon a shopping
cart if shipping rates
are too high.3

of unhappy
customers will
come back if you
resolve the issue in
their favor.4

TIP
Give buyers
shipping rates at 3
levels (low, medium,
high) based on
delivery speed.
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How to ﬁnd the gross proﬁt made on a single order, one settlement step at a time.

Gross Order Revenue
from a marketplace like Amazon or eBay or a
platform like Shopify or Magento

Payment Fees
from a payment processor like Stripe, Square, or
Shopify Payments

Fulﬁllment Costs

—what you spend on packaging, packing, and
product management like Skubana and SkuVault

Shipping Costs
—postage like USPS, FedEx, UPS (ShipStation,
ShippingEasy)

Adjustments
—merchant fees, returns, refunds, damaged
goods, shrinkage

Marketplace Fees
—ﬁnal value, closing, listing, PayPal, FBA

GROSS PROFIT
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